X Magix Solutions
Transforming Customer Experience.

Solutions that work for your business
Maximise investments
Centralised Management
Over 150 solutions for 20 business verticals
More than 3000 deployed internationally.

Driving key messages across with centralized control, Streme offers unlimited options to build
solutions to enhance the experience with effective communication & interaction.
Enhancing the customer experience

End to end solutions.

With Streme, you can build and deliver world class
experience to your customers. Today, interactivity
and driving the key message being the need of the
hour, Streme provides you the platform to deliver the
same.

We work very closely with most national and regional
system integrators. Our solutions approach
guarantees a working design of the entire solution.
We are open to working with your existing SI partners.
Taking end to end responsibility of delivery, you can
now rest assured of a perfectly rolled out project. We
even provide services like creative adaptation and
network management to our customers.

Interactive Audio Visual Tools
Instead of just simple broadcast signages that are in a
looping mode, you can integrate devices like simple
TV remote controls to build interactivity. With
interactivity, you take the customer recall and
engagement to the next level. On large screens as
opposed to smaller kiosk screens, you deliver audio
visual messages powerfully to build the customer
experience.

Environment Friendly
Streme supports the Go green revolution. With digital
displays, you avoid unnecessary papers, printing and
transportation, resulting in saving trees and reducing
pollution. Streme supports embedded technology for
lower power consumption, thereby supporting the
environment further.

DASH

get copmpetitive. Now.

Proven Framework
Streme works on a 150 component framework.
Streme powers thousands of screens across the
nation including leading banks. With focus on
embedded systems, we bring unmatched reliability,
security and scalability to the network. You can setup
a centrally controlled, future proof, expandable,
secure network.
The Streme framework consists of player hardware,
embedded OS and Streme’s embedded player
software. Streme player software is benchmarked
and proven with leading hardware providers, featuring
the latest technology to deliver truly outstanding dualcore performance computing power, great battery life
as well as, low power, with multiple OS support and
longer life cycle commitment.
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Transforming Customer Experience.
X magix – “Electric” Display

“Electric” Display

Running video files that mimic lightning, this is an interesting implementation of a
welcome board at the entry to the experience center.

Bubble Display

X magix – Bubble Display
Using unusual shapes of displays like round, tiled and tilted etc, one can create a
fantastic, ready to recall display for the customer. A display your visitor just cannot
forget.

Gesture Wall

X magix – Gesture Wall
With gesture sensing technology, you can now give presentation to your guests by
just waving your hand and making a gesture. Human interface was never so
powerful. Just imagine a large projection screen, where you are able to show
product feature, one after the other just by waving your hand.

Holographic Displays

X magix – Holographic Displays
Integrated with leading holographic image technology providers, x magix offers
you the flexibility of centralized content management and triggers based on user
gestures, touch or proximity.
Moving LCD

X magix – Moving LCD
Specially engineered, designed and implemented with precision, props that move
create a wow effect. Imagine dragging a LCD on rails, marked with years and
displaying relevant content of each year of corporate history as it moves!
X magix – Wide Screen Display
Using high end x magix powered video processors along with edge blended
projectors, you can now create perfect images and videos that span large areas on
the wall. An immersive experience that can be driven by time of the day, direction
and the floor.

Wide Screen Display

Video wall

X magix – Video wall
X magix engines now power video walls of any size. Using triggers from gesture,
touch, proximity and more, you can build large experiential solutions using video
walls.
Revo Magix

X magix – Revo Magix
You can attach sensors to a rotating object like a windmill, shaft etc & know the
exact location & speed to accurately define the content to be played. Just imaging
the content moving in sync with the movement of the shaft. An amazing
experience.

Product Display

X magix – Product Display
With sensors mounted near or on the product, let your product come alive. As
soon as the customer touches or comes near the product, the relevant product
information can be displayed. This makes the product or prop very interactive and
real for the customer. An example is a car where touching the bonnet shows the
video of how the engine works.

Mural Display

X magix – Mural Display
Playing in perfect sync, videos playing on screens placed around a mural creates a
storyline that you will remember for a long time to come. The x magix display engine
ensures perfect sync and playback even for large movie files. X magix
synchronizes the audio perfectly for the speaker system.
X magix – News touch sensor
A number of touch sensors are mounted on the news paper wall. You touch a
particular paper and the news appears on the screen. Along with the news, more
details, videos and photos are linked. A completely different experience for the
viewers!

News touch sensor
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X magix – Jail for freedom fighters
Recreating a prison environment for freedom fighters, this jail door has sensors
mounted on its rods. Touch a rod and see a particular timeline video playing in the
“jail” premises. This recreates history in a very interesting audio visual fashion for
the visitors.

Jail for freedom fighters

Virtual Piano

X magix – Multi Touch Display
Powering multi-touch applications X magix multi touch display solutions have
content specifically created for the project. Upto 10 touch points are available for
multiple users to interact at the same time, taking collaborative learning and
sharing to a whole new level.

Multi Touch Display

X magix – Virtual Piano
Interfaced with proximity sensors, light sources and sound systems, this virtual
piano lets you play music, without touching the keys!

Interactive Games

X magix – Interactive Games
Special interactive games, educational kits are created on the x magix framework.
Now imagine a special game where a quiz is answered by an innovative action like
putting the ball in the basket. This could add the fun element into any event.

Kiosk Magix

X magix – Kiosk Magix
Imagine, controlling the content of a larger kiosk from a smaller interactive kiosk.
The smaller kiosk is placed conveniently near the user while the larger screen is at a
distance. Ideal for viewing by groups of visitors.
3D Kiosks

X magix – 3D Kiosks
3D displays, with contents powered by a touch screen are a powerful tool to
engage the viewer. With almost real life 3D experience, customers experience the
brand like never before. Now imagine a person appreciating the new medical
product you have launched in virtual 3D environment.
X magix – Quiz Zone
Fastest finger first! A quiz engine that takes the responses from the participants
and displays the correct answer on the larger screen. Quizzing was never so
interesting and automated before!

Quiz Zone

X magix – Focused Sound Zone
Integrating focused sound technologies, you can restrict the AV experience to a
particular zone. This ensures that multiple sound sources operating nearby don’t
disturb other groups.

Focused Sound Zone

X magix – User SMS feedback
The visitors can now send feedback by SMS. This feedback automatically appears
on the screen. feedbacks are transferred periodically to the head office for
analysis. A pin generated on the Mobile number ensures the feedback is authentic.

User SMS feedback

X magix – User Video feedback
The visitors can now record their video feedback at the console. Recorded video
feedbacks are transferred periodically to the head office for analysis. A pin
generated on the Mobile number ensures the feedback is authentic.

User Video feedback
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